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Station 12005+00 to 12132+75.....Activities since last inspection. A Precision ROW crew spent several days hauling fill material
from the top of the hill at station 12026+00 to 12027+00 down to the ATWS-474 using an articulated rock truck. They segregated
topsoil from station 12027+00 to 12031+00. At the same time they built the diversion berm through this same stretch of ROW.
Another grade crew working from access road MVP-MN-270 built a travel up a very steep slope onto a knob between Catawba
Road and access road MVP-MN-270, station 12033+00 to 12035+00. They are working backward to meet the grade crew working
from Catawba Road at stream S-G39. Northern Clearing finished mechanical clearing between stations 12036+00 and 12055+00
and 12072+00 to 12102+64 (Half Acre Rock Road). They are now working on mechanical clearing from 12102+75 to 12135+00.
The Precision environmental crew has been working on new installation of ECDs from station 12035+50 to 12055+00, and
12087+00 to 12097+80.

A noncompliance was discovered at stream S-G39, staton 12031+51, where a large quantity of rock was allowed to roll into the
stream during grading operations. Much of the rock was also outside the LOD. ECDs had been heavily damaged by the rock.
Forward progress was halted and the grade crew in this location first removed as what rock could be moved by hand. Then a track
hoe was lowered down the steep hill to the stream bank where larger rock was removed from the stream bed was removed using a
sling. ECDs were re-installed by laborers.

Water bars were regraded to meet detail specifications from station 12027+00 to 12031+00 and 12060+00 to 12071+00. Various
repairs to ECDs were made through this inspection area.
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18” CFS installed from sta 12093+61 to
12097+80.

P1 silt fence needs repair at station 12090+00.

NCI did not install water bars in travel lane on
the CIS of stream S-F15.

A large amount of rock has rolled off ROW and
into stream S-G39.

Hauling fill from sta 12021+00 down to
ATWS-474.

All of the rock that rolled into stream S-G39
has been removed from the stream bed. See
photo for location.
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